Several of r~ friends have remarked on my latest move, which I like to think of as an escape from the harsh real world of state education into the ivory towers of industrial research.
One can quickly think of several facetious answers to the question "Where are we?".
A more serious answer, however, is that we are at different points on the graphics spectrum--some in applications, some in manufacture, some in systems research, etc.
I can't possibly say in a few minutes where everybody is, and it would be utterly boring for you if I did try.
I regard the next two hours as a chance for each of us to answer that question individually.
So I am going to take the prerogative of first speaker and talk about where I am, or perhaps less egocentrically to talk about where I think we, who find ourselves in the business of designing graphics systems, are today.
I noticed with relief that the organizers of this conference have avoided devoting the 3 sessions to past, present, and future, and have instead devoted one session to the present and two to the more intriguing and profitable future.
Perhaps it is best to say as little as possible about the past of computer graphics~ Whatever little is said, however, obviously should be said in this session.
I would like to mention two milestones in the past of computer graphics, before moving on to the present.
The first milestone is the Sketchpad system.
As David Evans pointed out yesterday evening, many advances were made in computer graphics in the years preceding the publication of Sketchpad.
Many of these discoveries were incorporated in the Sketchpad system. However, it was the great acclaim and fanfare surrounding Sketchpad that focused many eyes on it; and it deserved this attention, for it was beautifully executed work containing a great deal of innow~tion.
It is difficult to fault Sketchpad; but it is possible to find fault with those, including myself, who slavishly copied every aspect of the system without bothering to consider whether its techniques were appropriate for our application, ~.lany people, for example, failed to see that Sketchpad is really a picture-editing system with a built-in constraint capability.
Picture editing is certainly a useful application of computer graphics, but it isn't a good basis for CAD or many other simple graphics applications.
Also Sketchpad, because it was a picture-editing system, used a highly structured display data structure.
It was years before people recognized that not all systems need a structure of this sort.
So Sketchpad was a milestone that both helped to arouse interest in computer graphics and also hindered development of applications.
A second milestone was the introduction, about five years ago, of the first low-cost graphics terminals, based on the direct view storage tube (DVST).
We in computer graphics researc, h were, I remember, altogether suspicious of the DVST terminal.
We regarded it as a threat to our existence (quite rightly as; it turned out) and simply ignored it, continuing to plan still more complex and more expensive graphics systems, f,leanwhile the users of these low-cost terminals got on with writing useful applications. We continued to pour scorn on their efforts, but were forced in the end, amidst dwindling support from our sponsors, to admit to the usefulness of low-cost graphics systems, and to turn our research efforts in this direction.
Since this happened, a great deal of progress has been made in computer graphics system design.
For example, we have seen the development of really useful 9eneral-purppge systems to support storage tube terminals; we have seen the development of "compromise" displays, low-cost terminals that are programmable and that offer many of the features of the earlier high-performance systems; and we have thankfully seen the discarding of some of the less valuable earlier inventions.
Where has all this progress left us?
In the words of the conference title, it leaves us " a year away": a year away from systems that are truly accessible, useable, widely available, and inexpensive.
I believe that there is no reason why we still don't have these systems widely available:
I believe that all the technology is there to build them.
I think we are still devoting too much effort in trying to design the "ultimate" system--the ultimate in performance, the ultimate in low cost.
In trying to do this, we are creating systems that are either device-dependent, or non-general-purpose, or that involve the user in lowlevel programming concepts.
The results are obvious: systems that require the programmer to use low-level progranm~ing techniques simply lengthen the time taken to develop applications; systems that are non-general purpose involve us in lengthy modifications whenever a new application turns up; and systems that are device dependent involve us in lengthy reprogramming. In view of all these time-consuming operations, it is not surprising we're a year away.
I believe we can't bring computer graphics closer unless we concentrate on building systems that are high level, general purpose, and device independent.
I would like to spend just a few minutes describing some personal views on how we can do just that.
~at I have to say concerns principally the output stages of a graphics system: not because I think this is more in~ortant than the input side, but because I think we know more about output than input--in a sense output belongs to this session, input techniques are what are needed and belong to this afternoon.
Also, what I have to say concerns the processes leadin~ up to the actual display process, not the display process itself.
However, I think that we need to discuss "where we are" in relation to input and to display devices, so let me say a word or two on each.
First, display devices.
We now have a fairly wide range of devices awLilable to us, including random and raster scan CRT's, directview storage tubes, silicon target: storage tubes, plasma panels and liquid crystal displays.
There is an obvious danger that we can allow this widening choice of device to discourage us from trying to achieve device independence.
I think this fear is unjustified. Figure 1 shows a classification of devices according to whether they are raster or random scan, storage or non-storage.
I believe that all display devices either currently available or foreseeable in the near future fit into one of these four categories.
Therefore, if we can treat these four in EL reasonably device-independent way, we should have no future problems.
However~ there are some formidable problems in coping just these four:
i.
So far, only refresh line-drawing CRT's have been built with true selective erase;
2.
Raster devices are difficult to update rapidly in a random order;
. Nobody knows for sure how to refresh a TV dlsplay--should we use a bit.-per-point buffer or an on-the-fly scan converter? Neither is ideal; both introduce step effects on slanting lines, sometimes called "the jaggies".
So far, these problems have been solved by making all devices except refresh CRT behave more or less like a DVST. This is not satisfactory.
A set of terminology and an excessively complex block diagram~
shown in Figure 2 . Now I drew this diagram mainly to support a discussion of the output process.
However, it illustrates quite well the main point I want to make on input. This is that we can achieve high-level devicedependent systems only by separating input and output, as I've shown here. However, there are many techniques~ such as cursor tracking and inking a trace, that can't be done without some form of kindge, such as the one shown in Figure 3 .
I don't have any solution to this problem, but I think it may go away as terminals become more powerful.
At present it is a real impediment to device independence.
The only other point I halve to make on input concerns command languages, i.e., the language with which the user of an application program converses with the machine.
I think we are nowhere near understanding command languages.
We give the application virtually no assistance in designing good graphical dialogues.
A few systems give him complete generality, so that he can mix any old mixture of commands together, generally with disastrous results for the user.
Most systems just treat graphical input like an advanced form of keyboard input, and throw away nine-tenths of the power of graphical interaction.
I think this is a topic we really need to discuss this afternoon. Now let me at last attack a rather easier, or at least more soluble problem:
how to organize graphical output.
Let me preface what I say with the following remarks:
(a) I am talking now about general-pu~ose systems. Many of you may be involved in specific applications and should realize that some of the requirements for a general-purpose system can be relaxed when you know what the application is.
(b) Whatever line of computer graphics you are in, the output process is vitally important--computer graphics started life as an output process.
So I think I'm justified in devoting some attention to this process, and I think what I have to say will apply in some fashion to whatever you are doing with a display.
I should add that there is a conceptual box that I left out of this diagram, representing the l_2~_$_uage used for writing applications.
I consider this language, and the functions of language extensions it provides for graphics, the most vital part of any general-purpose graphics system. However, I would be wasting your time to elaborate on that.
Let me turn instead to three questions that are raised by this diagram, and that you are all bursting t:o ask :
I. Which of these processes should be hardwired?
2. Which data structures can we leave out? 3. How does the application programmer control all these processes and build all these structures in a simple manner?
I'm going to try to answer these questions in the environment of a high--level, general-purpose, device-independent graphics system. Firstly, hardwiring.
We can depict hardwiring by drawing lines on the diagram, as in Figure 4 . Now, just because we can draw these lines, we haven't achieved device independence:
we have merely established a sort of device classification which is quite useful: it tells us also what devices are no use, e.g., displays that can scale but can't rotate.
Notice in the last example that I managed to get rid of the Tran!-Jformed Display File. This is one answer to the second question of what structures we can get rid of.
The other structure that many of us, of course, itch to get rid of is the Structured Picture Definition.
It's a bulky structure; it isn't easy for beginning programmers to understand; and it isn't even easy for some of the most expensive displays to handle.
For example, few displays can perform concatenation in hardware ( Figure 5 ).
Despite these drawbacks it is often difficult to do without the Structured Picture Definition, for most high performance displays require one. Anyone who buys one of these displays is buying a Structured Picture Definition with it, whether he likes it or not.
Well, if we have to keep the Structured Picture Definition, what are the prospects of achieving device independence?
This is where the third question, about controllin~ the processes come in. With a high-performance display, things are fairly si1~le.
The progralmner, so to speak, "sees '~ the Structured Picture Definition as the final display file, and every change he makes to it immediately changes the picture.
Consider now what happens with a less powerful display.
We have potentially as many as three separate processes which he must know about, and which he must have functions to control.
These are shown in Figure 6 .
The effect is of a _$~if between tne structure the programmer would like to see, and the structure seen by the hardware (Figure 7) . We need functions to trigger the process that bridges the gap.
These functions inevitably make programs device-dependent.
The only way to avoid device dependence is to introduce function calls to update the Transformed Display File even if no Transformed Display File is in existence.
Imagine explaining that to a novice programmer.
I would propose~ ~ in view of all this, that we recognize that the Structured Picture Definition is a useful tool for specific applicat:ions that require high-performance displays, but that it is undesirable in general-purpose systems.
Obviously, I am hinting at dispensing with the Structured Picture Definition.
Well, can we get rid of the Structured Picture Definition? The answer is most certainly ~.
As shown in Figure 8 , we can write output routines that pass data directly to the concatenation and transformation routines.
We gain simplicity in system design and in the language, plus the ability to describe a much more general class of pictures.
We also achieve a great saving in space.
Notice how we can now use low-cost terminals without the problem of the gulf. We have allowed the programmer to see the Transformed Display File as the output file.
A gulf still exists when we use storage tubes, but it is much more manageable.
My final ]point concerns whether we can achieve high-performance graphics systems without a Structured Picture Definition.
Well, there are two ways, one of which doesn't work: and one of which does.
The way that doesn't work is the one shown in Figure 9 . This method poses many problems: interlocks, the need for rapid access to large structures, language incompatabilities, the basic requirement for very high-speed, and hence very efficient, microcode.
The way that works is shown in Figure I0 : we retain the Transformed Display File, use a transformation processor that accepts unstructured lines and transformations, performs concatenations, and builds and refreshes the Transformed Display File.
I think the use of this sort of system, in conjunction with the simpler, cheaper classes of display, offers a strategy for building high-level, general-purpose, device-independent systems, of varying cost and performance.
And I believe we can build them, not in a year's time, but now.
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The discussion session following Dr. Newman's talk centered on the topic of languages ands, specifically, whether we can access the high level of graphics hardware versatility presently available using existing highlevel languages as the graphic input medium.
Languages in general have been a major concern to people in many facets of the graphics community; and this session served to air a wide range of suggestions, dissatisfactions, and ideals with respect to languages One point seemed to be fairly unanimous:
FORTRAN does not meet any overall goals needed for a successful graphics package, especially in packages designed for use in an interactive environment.
FORTRAN totally lacks any text editing or data structuring capabilities, which are virtual prerequisites to any complete graphics system.
In using FORTRAN, graphics in general must be carried out in a subroutine call fashions which is not natural to use in a comprehensive programming language context. This approach tends to perpetuate the undesirable "black box" effect.
The defense of FORTRAN took the pragmatic view that, although FORTRAN may not be the satisfactory graphics vehicle, it is found in widespread--if not universal--use in research, industrial, and educational institutions across the country.
Large projects have been traditionally coded exclusively in FORTRAN and used successfully year after year with a minimal amount of maintenance.
The concepts of the language, while not always consistent, are simple enough that the non-professional programmer can produce results in a relatively short period of time.
Another point in support of FORTRAN was the fact that the ANSI standard allows a much higher portability rate than other high-level languages or assembly language.
Even the modified or "extended" FORTRAN languages can be carried to other machines faster than assembly language.
A nu~)er of suggestions were made as to a better access tool for graphics, lit was mentioned that we should now strive to develop an evolutionary "super-language" which would facilitate, encourage, and tend to universalize the use of graphics.
However, more widely accepted was the thought that we should steer away from the confines of one language, even such a "super-language", and rather give serious effort to universalize the "graphics dialect" used in varying applications, thus creating standards for a wide-ranging general graphics concept.
The "shared variable concept", allowing more than one language to process the same type of data base, seems to be highly valuable if the latter approach is taken.
Block structure and list processing languages may prove to be an extremely natural means for producing powerful graphics packages.
Existing languages, such as APL and PL/I, were suggested as being more natural to use with any scientific application, let alone graphics, when compared with FORTRAN. Specific graphics and list processing languages, such as SAIL and LISP, were also discussed as models for an immediate alternative.
No general consensus was reached as to how the language question might be resolved.
FORTRAN supporters refused[ to address themselves to the question of data structuring via FORTRAN.
The ultimate arguments to continue the language were made more out of concessions to users rather than support of FORTRAN as an overall aesthetically pleasing vehicle. The FORTRAN critics received general support with regard to its restrictions; however, they refused to address the economic aspects of new language conversions.
The university representatives were generally in favor of more pleasing languages, while the production-oriented computer center users generally favored continuation of FORTRAN for their practical reasons.
The general concensus was that, realistically, one language should not be able to process all graphics problems.
This brings the possibility of a number of specialized language modules being developed from the "universal graphics dialect" concept.
A further manifestation of this language change will come when computing hardware changes allow natural implementation of block structured languages and the like.
The remainder of the discussion session addressed concepts developed by Dr o Newman.
The idea that the application programmer should not need to know what type of graphics device he will be using was discussed as an extremely favorable quality of a flexible graphics system. It was noted that, recently, as we attempt to build the "ultimate" in graphics systems a large amount of low-level programming is required of the user, thus we are drifting even farther away from device independence. Another subject which provoked much attention was the concept of the data base.
More specifically, the problems involved in displaying a nongraphical data base, data which is not in immediately displayable form. Examples of current projects dealing with such data were discussed, such as generating organizational charts from a list of names and titles. And finally, it was stressed that there must be a feeling of "grass roots" support or initiative in the graphics environment, as in any specialized disciplined in order to reach ahead with the enthusiasm and originality which have carried us to this point in computer graphics.
In summary, the discussion session following Dr. Newman's talk focussed on computer languages and their applicability to computer graphics. The FORTRAN and non-FORTRAN supporters reached little agreement at the close of the session.
Neither side had successfully been able to counter the arguments of the other.
